
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MEETING MINUTES 

26th February 2018 / 19:30 at Pitlochry Town Hall 

 

 

Attendees – IMG 

Ashleigh van Blerk – Event Director 

Katie Hughes – Etape Marketing 

Rob Sambidge – Operations Manager / Customer Services 

Jim Bellinger – Route Safety Manager 

 

Attendees – Community Representatives 

Cllr Mike Williamson 

James Laurenson 

Ann Phillips 

Dorothy Williamson 

Bruce Patterson 

Victor Clements 

Patrick Spicer 

Rose La Terriere 

 

 

Event tickets / Fund 

 

 Discussion around the suggestion of using event tickets for community fund raising. Tickets not 

to be associated with the local CC reps. It would be better to give tickets directly to community 

groups for use. 

 

 Suggestion from Victor Clements to use any additional funds to create family friendly satellite 

events over the Etape weekend in different areas. For example the ‘Festival of Cycling’ in 

Aberfeldy or a small festival in the Rannoch area. Local groups could get involved too. 

 

Actions  

 Each CC area to suggest one or two groups who would benefit from Etape entry tickets. 

 IMG to give these tickets directly to the groups as a gesture of good will.  

 Once 2019 date has been confirmed, look to donate tickets for the 2019 event in advance. 

 IMG to confirm what can be done re satellite events for 2018. 

 IMG to propose a full plan for satellite events in 2019. 



School engagement 

 

 Discussion around IMG’s plan for school engagement. Online and physical cycling tool kits to be 

given out to all primary and high schools in the area. 

 

 Suggestion from Dorothy Williamson on balance bikes for nursery / pre-primary schools in the 

area and also the idea of giving out certificates to children for completion of a certain cycling 

distance or school event. 

 

 

Actions  

 Katie to speak to Mark Sinclair about the purchase of balance bikes as well as putting a training 

programme together that can be taken around the schools in the CC areas. This discussion has 

been had already and we are finialising the details soon. We will feed this back once everything is 

confirmed. 

 

 

 

2019 route / litter 

 

 Discussions around 2019 100 mile route and the importance of this extension for the survival  

of the event. 

 

 PKC had mentioned earlier in the day, the sensitivity around closing major roads on the new 

proposed route. 

 

 Ashleigh and Jim had driven parts of the route earlier in the day and deemed the hills up from 

Kenmore would be too steep for all riders to complete in good time. 

 

 Route from Kenmore to Aberfeldy was scrapped and suggestions around other options were 

discussed at length. 

 

 Litter on route is a cause for concern as it had been seen on the route months after the event. 

 

 

Actions  

 We did a LOT of driving on the Tuesday (27th Feb) to find some extra miles here and there and 

have some potential new ideas for the 100+ mile route that should minimize impact. 

 

 Potential for riders to cycle Schehallion twice but need to be conscious of timings around the 

Rannoch area. 

 

 Ashleigh to supply new route ideas with timings for discussion. 

 

 Pat to share Survey Monkey results, which he has kindly done already – Thanks Pat! 

 

 IMG to speak to the council about their supplier for litter zones and look at the contract to see if 

we can tighten up the litter picking post event. 



 The Event Race Info states that any rider caught littering can be disqualified – this will be 

communicated more strongly to our riders. 

 

 The new ‘10 Rules of Etape’ to have a rule in about littering. 

 

 

 

Other 

 

 Note on the Pitlochry Rec Ground being used for new football pitches and that the pavilion would 

soon be community owned. Concern over using the field for parking. 

 

 Loud music being played in the Event Village after the village has closed. 

 

 Concern over pre event training and having large groups of cyclists on open roads. 

 

 Confirm 2019 date as soon as possible. 

 

 Discussion around Marie Curie and how we can look to get Scottish Air Ambulance on board. 

 

 

Actions  

 Ashleigh to speak to PKC Greenspace about the Rec Ground. 

 

 Rob has spoken to our sound team already and they are happy to monitor the music levels 

throughout the weekend. Rob will also keep an eye on this throughout the weekend. 

 

 Signage to go out at least a month earlier on the roads re ‘Cyclists Training’ and communication 

to go out to all riders to remind them not to cycle 3 abreast and to observe the rules of an open 

road for their own safety. PKC Council are happy for this to happen. We will supply a map to show 

where we will position signage along the route. 

 

 Ashleigh to chase PKC on 2019 event date. We have suggested Sunday 19th May 2019, but this is to 

be confirmed. 

 

 I have caught up with our commercial team about Marie Curie. I believe that they provided us with 

the below comment, not too long ago with regards to fund raising. Also to note that our 

commercial team has actually signed a 3 year deal with them. The deal was agreed this year, so 

technically they have a 3 year contract with us to be the sole charity partner.  

 

‘Marie Curie is delighted to be involved with Etape Caledonia 2018 and we look forward to 

working with event organisers IMG for a sixth consecutive year. This year we will again be able 

to offer Team Marie Curie places in return for your commitment to fundraise for us. Please do 

look out for further details on this & we'd urge you to help us add to the incredible £1.5 million+ 

total raised to date. We'd like to thank the cycling community for all the families living with a 

terminal illness across the UK that we're able to reach thanks to your support.’ 

 



However, the good news for Scottish Air Ambulance is that we have the ability to speak to them about 

becoming a Bronze Charity Partner at one of our other events, the London Triathlon. Although this is not 

a Scottish based event, the reach is double of what Etape is, so there is some great potential here. In 

addition to the opportunity to be positioned as a Bronze Charity Partner within the London Triathlon, 

charities are also able to purchase entries, which can then be sold on to their fundraisers who would 

participate in the triathlon and actively raise funds for the Scottish Air Ambulance service. 

Would anyone be able to send us an appropriate contact for the Scottish Air Ambulance? Our team would 

like to start a conversation with them as soon as possible. 

 

Please note that we will be looking to visit the area at the end of March. We are just waiting on 

various stakeholders to confirm their availability but we would like to meet with you all again on  

dates between the 26th and 28th March.  

It would be good to know if you are available on any of these dates. 

 

 


